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Abstract

Background: Open data sharing is instrumental for the advance of biological
sciences. Gene expression is the primary molecular phenotype, usually estimated
through RNA-Seq experiments. Large scope interpretation of RNA-Seq results is
complicated by the extensive gene expression range, as well as by the diversity of
biological sources and experimental treatments. Here we present “Salsa”, an
auto-contained R package for extracting useful knowledge about gene expression
during the development of chili pepper fruit.

Methods and Results: Data from 168 RNA-Seq libraries, comprising more than
3.4 billion reads, were analyzed and curated to represent standardized expression
profiles (SEPs) for all genes expressed during fruit development in 12 chili pepper
accessions. Accessions have representatives of domesticated varieties, wild
ancestors and crosses, covering a broad spectrum of genotypes. Data are
organized in a relational way, and functions allow data mining from the level of
single genes up to whole genomes, grouping profiles by different criteria. Those
include any combination of expression model, accession, protein description and
gene ontology (GO) term, among others. Also, GO enrichment analysis can be
performed over any set of genes.

Conclusions: “Salsa” opens endless possibilities for mining the transcriptome of
chili pepper during fruit development.
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Background

Measurements of gene expression constitute the primary molecular phenotype.

RNA-Seq experiments [1] allow genome-wide estimation of the relative level of gene

expression in a particular specie, organ, tissue or even single cells [2]. Gene expres-

sion profiles through time estimate the transcriptome landscape of organ developing

programs. Phenomena as seed development [3], senescence [4] and aging [5] had been

shown to be conserved in plants. In particular, the development of fleshy fruits –

an indispensable part of the human diet, is probably conserved throughout the

angiosperms [6].

There are various databases to query gene expression profiles, as the NCBI Gene

Expression Omnibus [7] or TiGER [8]; however, mining gene expression databases

[9] remains a challenge [10], basically because the heterogeneity of organisms, ex-

perimental conditions and methods employed to obtain those profiles. Comparisons
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of expression profiles between genes within a single experiment is also complicated

by the fact that transcript abundance varies in orders of magnitude [11].

Here we present “Salsa”, an auto-contained R [12] package that allows genome-

wide mining of a large collection of more than 313,000 standardized expression

profiles (SEPs), representing expression profile changes during fruit development

in chili pepper (Capsicum annuum L.). With this application you can look for

sets of genes having a particular description or annotation, expressed in one or

more accessions and following a specific expression pattern, etc. It also includes

functions for the statistical analysis and visualization of SEPs, Gene Ontology (GO)

enrichment analyses and web browsing facilities for genes and GO terms.

Even when “Salsa” is of primary interest for Capsicum research, it will also be

useful for researchers interested in fruit development in other Solanaceae, or even

to perform comparative analysis of fruit development with taxonomically distant

species.

At first sight it might appear excessive to devote an R package to the data mining

of a single data set. However, data can be mined with highly different emphases,

looking for specific phenomena in the multidimensional space formed by the time

profile of almost 30 thousand genes expressed in 12 genotypes of different origin.

Considering and analyzing the data from different angles could provide novel in-

sights for a better understanding of transcriptome’s complexity during fruit devel-

opment.

Implementation
The main factors that hinder comparison between gene expression profiles are the

heterogeneity of data sources –different species, organs, tissues, and treatments

(environmental conditions, chemicals, mutants, time of development, etc.) as well

as differences in data curation and statistical analyses. To alleviate these factors

and achieve an equilibrium between generality and specificity, we focus in a set of

12 accessions of a single specie (Capsicum annuum L.), growing the plants under

uniform conditions and sampling the fruits at fixed times, from flower to maturity

[13].

To be able to compare expression profiles from different genes and accessions, we

improved the method published in [14] to include a False Discovery Rate (FDR) [15]

of approximately 1% when comparing any pair of expression profiles. The method

only contrast adjacent time intervals, and determine if gene expression increases

(I), decreases (D) or remains steady (S) by applying the method described in [16].

Given that 7 time points are taken into consideration (six time intervals), this

categorization results in a total of 36 = 729 discrete expression models. Finally,

gene expression is standardized over time to produce “Standardized Expression

Profiles” (SEPs). Full details of the method are presented in [13] and commented

in Additional file 1.

Data in “Salsa” follow the relational database paradigm [17]; gene identifier (“id”)

and three other variables link the seven data.frames, providing an efficient frame-

work for data querying (for details see section 2.1 in Additional file 1).

At the core of the package is the function “get.SEP”, which allows the selection of

sets of expression profiles using general and flexible criteria. These criteria include
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the selection of genes by description, accessions, expression model, time of maximum

expression and expression level (for details see section 2.2 in Additional file 1).

Having selected one or more sets of SEPs the user can summarize, plot and analyze

the SEPs groups. Summarization and plotting include the calculation of confidence

intervals for each one of the expression times, which grant evaluation of differences in

relative expression levels among SEPs at each one of the seven time points sampled.

The problem of testing global differences between two SEPs is solved in function

“analyze.2.SEPs” by estimating Euclidean distances between and within each one

of the SEPs and comparing the mean of the distances between the two SEPs with

the mean of the distances within each SEP via a t-test. This approach reduces the

dimension of the problem of simultaneously testing seven time points to the uni-

dimensional comparison of two means, offering a powerful approach to decide if two

SEPs can be considered equal.

Additional data mining facilities in “Salsa” include summarization of expression

profile for each one of the genes, web browsing per gene or GO term as well as GO

enrichment analysis. GO enrichment is implemented for arbitrary sets of genes in a

single GO term (function analyze.GO) or for the whole set of GO terms in a single

aspect (function analyze.all.GO). GO enrichment is performed using Fisher’s ex-

act test, and a filter includes the calculation of FDR when all terms in a GO aspect

are analyzed.

“Salsa” is implemented in R (≥ 3.4.4) and thus it is platform-independent and

does not have any restrictions to be used. The binary file to install the package is

presented as Additional file 2.

Results and Discussion
“Salsa” offers many opportunities to find interesting insights in the chili pepper

transcriptome during fruit development. A priori, it is difficult to delimitate such

universe of possibilities, but it involves as a first step to find an ‘interesting’ set of

genes to study. Further steps will involve a more detailed analysis of that gene set,

guided by the biological intuition of the researcher.

Two examples of interesting sets of genes that could be analyzed are: 1) genes with

a highly concordant and specific expression profile within one or more accessions,

but with different and also concordant expression profiles in other accessions; 2)

genes associated with a particular GO biological process with contrasting expression

patterns between accessions or groups of accessions. In fact, the possibilities of

analyses are limitless, and depend on the researcher’s interest.

We decided to illustrate, as an example of data mining, the comparison of expres-

sion profiles between two accessions. R code and detailed explanations are presented

in section 3 of Additional file 1, while here we present and explain the significance

of the results through the figures produced by the package.

Given that the main point of the example is to show the package possibilities, we

are not going to discuss in depth the biological implications of findings; in [13] we

have described the way to discover interesting facts by employing a set of R data

and functions that culminated in the “Salsa” package after careful generalization

and testing.
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Comparing gene expression profiles between accessions with contrasting fruit size.

We begin our analysis by isolating, as separate SEP data.frames, the genes ex-

pressed in accessions, “AS” (Ancho San Luis), of the domesticated accession set,

which produces very large and moderately pungent fruits and “SR” (Sonora Red),

a wild accession with very small and highly pungent fruits.

The majority, > 89%, of the genes were consistently expressed in both accessions,

while small percentages, < 3% and < 7% of the total number of genes, were exclu-

sively expressed in “AS” and “SR”, respectively. Figure 1 presents the plot of the

average SEPs for each accession, as well as for the set formed by both of them.

Figure 1 shows that the mean SEPs in “AS” and “SR” significantly differ at

some points of the fruit development. For this plot we employed a very stringent

threshold for the estimation of confidence intervals (CI) for the means; an Error

Type I of α = 1 × 10−4, which implies a 99.99% of confidence. CIs for the mean

of each group at each time are shown as thin vertical lines over the circles that

stand for the means per time and accession group. Looking at the CIs, we see that

the mean SEPs of “AS” and “SR” are highly different at time points 10, 20, 40

and 50 DAA. It is important to consider that the plot of average SEPs, as the one

presented in Figure 1 for “AS” (red line) and “SR” (blue line), does not indicate

uniformity of expression profiles for individual genes; in fact, the mean of the SEPs

hides the large diversity of individual expression profiles among genes (see Figure 3

in Additional file 1).

Finding sets of genes with divergent expression between the two accessions.

The divergence of mean SEP expression between “AS” and “SR”, observed in Figure

1, entails high differences between the transcriptomes of the two accessions; in

particular, the peak of mean expression is found at 10 DAA for “AS”, while for “SR”

it happens ten days later, at 20 DAA. Peak of mean expression signals maximum

transcriptional activity, and is a hallmark in time for each individual gene.

To dissect transcriptome differences between “AS” and “SR”, we selected the sets

of genes with simultaneous peak expression at each one of the seven sampled time

points. This produces a total of 7 × 7 = 49 gene sets (see Box 3 in Additional file

1). Figure 2 shows the matrix of percentages of genes with peak expression at each

one of the times.

The total of genes expressed in both accessions was 24720. Of these, 3672, repre-

senting a proportion of 3672/24720 ≈ 0.1485 or 14.85%, have their peak expression

at 0 DAA in both accessions That figure is presented in the bottom left hand-side of

the matrix in Figure 2. The green dashed line in Figure 2 is over the cases where the

peak expression coincides in time in both accessions, and we can see that, except for

0, 10 and 60 DAA, the corresponding percentages are small (less than 2%), which

partially explains the differences between mean SEPs observed in Figure 1.

Gene sets that are out the dashed green diagonal of Figure 2 are “interesting”,

because they present a pattern where peak expression is out of phase. One of the

two sets of genes presenting the highest possible phase difference is the one formed

by the 758 genes (≈ 3.07% of the total; top left hand-side corner in Figure 2) which

peak at 0 DAA in “AS” (X-axis) while having such maximum at 60 DAA in “SR”

(Y -axis).
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Analysis of the “ASm0SRm60” gene set.

To further show “Salsa” capabilities, we performed an in-depth analysis of the set

of 758 genes (≈ 3.07% of the total), which presents its maximum mean expression

at the mature flower (0 DAA) in accession “AS”, while having such peak at the

mature fruit (60 DAA) in “SR”. We denote that gene set as “ASm0SRm60”. Figure

3 presents the mean expression SEPs in the ASm0SRm60 set.

In Figure 3 we can notice the high difference in phase and contrasting mean

standardized expression in the set ASm0SRm60. Mean SEP in “AS” (red line) presents

a high peak at 0 DAA, suddenly decreasing from 0 to 10 DAA and then presenting

a relatively steady state from 10 up to 60 DAA, forming an ‘L’ shaped expression

profile. On the other hand, mean SEP for “SR” (blue line) presents an almost

mirrored L shape with a local maximum at 0 DAA and then decreasing from 0

to 10 DAA –where the global minimum of mean expression is reached. From 20

DAA up to 50 DAA mean expression in “SR” stays relatively steady, suffering

then a sudden increase to reach the peak of mean expression at 60 DAA. 53 of

the 758 genes in ASm0SRm60 (≈ 6%) are transcription factors (TF), and Figure 8

in Additional file 1 shows that these genes display a highly significant difference

between “AS” and “SR” only at 0 and 60 DAA, showing a low and not significant

steady state between 10 and 50 DAA.

The expression pattern of ASm0SRm60 genes is intriguing because it reverses peak

expression from the first stage of fruit development –the mature flower at 0 DAA

in domesticated accession “AS”, to the last stage –fully mature fruit at 60 DAA in

wild accession “SR”. To understand the biological relevance of this set of genes we

performed GO enrichment analyses by running function “analyze.all.GO” with

a FDR threshold of 10% with categories Biological Process (BP), Cell Component

(CC) and Molecular Function (MF).

In the first row of Table 1 we can see that a total of 106 genes from the set of 758

in “ASm0SRm60”, i.e., ≈ 14%, are annotated in the BP ‘Transport’ (GO:0006810),

while the expected number of such genes under the independence hypothesis is

only 70. This implies that small molecule transport is higher in the mature flower

(0 DAA) in the domesticated accession “AS”, while conversely it is higher in the

mature fruit (60 DAA) in the wild accession “SR” (see Figure 3).

We are not going to extend here the discussion of the biological relevance of

the results in Table 1; nonetheless, it must be clear that “Salsa” capabilities grant

detailed and deep mining of the chili pepper transcriptome during fruit development

(see Additional file 1 for more details).

For example, the function “gene.summary” gives a plot as well as a numeric sum-

mary of mean SEPs for any one of the 29946 genes present in the data. The gene with

identifier 3018 was one of the transcription factors found within the “ASm0SRm60”

set, and Figure 4 shows the plot resulting from running “gene.summary(id =

3018)”.

In Figure 4 we observe that the mean expression per set of SEPs for that gene

resembles the mean expression of the genes in the “ASm0SRm60” set, shown in Figure

3. That correspondence is apparent in that the TF with identifier 3018 presents

a higher expression in the domesticated set “D” at 0 DAA –set which includes

accession “AS”, while presenting a higher expression in the set “W” at 60 DAA
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–set which includes accession “SR”; i.e., the expression of gene with identifier 3018

has in general (and not only for accessions “AS” and “SR”) a reversed expression

pattern in “D” and “W” accessions.

For brevity we have deepened in the mining of only one of the 49−7 = 42 gene sets

that diverge in peak expression between the two accessions (see Figure 2). Certainly,

more profound and also more varied searching can be tried with innumerable initial

selections of sets of accessions, expression times, expression levels or gene categories.

A possibility is to widen the analysis by using the function “browse.gene()” (see

Figure 10 in Additional file 1). With that function the user can look for orthologous

to the Capsicum genes, and link to other genomic or transcriptomic databases. Also

in “Salsa” it is easy to obtain the structure of networks of co-related expression,

which can then be studied by graph theory [18] or plot with specialized software

[19], as for example the “igraph” R package [20].

Conclusions
We have shown that “Salsa” opens endless options for mining the transcriptome

of chili pepper during fruit development. In silico analyses can suggest interesting

hypotheses, which could then be experimentally tested; for example, one possibility

is to use SEP similarity to predict a small set of transcription factors candidates to

be regulating a given gene.
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Figures

Figure 1 Plot of mean Standardized Expression Profiles (SEPs) in groups formed by accessions
“AS” (in red), “SR” (in blue) and the SEPs including all genes from both accessions (in grey).
Thin vertical lines over the circles marking each mean are the 99.99% (α = 1× 10−4) confidence
intervals (CI’s) for the means. Plot obtained with function “SEPs.plot()”.

Figure 2 Matrix of percentages of genes peaking at each one of the 49 possible combinations of
seven times in accession “AS” (X-axis) and seven times in accession “SR” (Y -axis). The
percentage of genes simultaneously presenting the peaks is shown at each intersection, while the
size of the circles at each intersection corresponds with the proportion of genes. The green dashed
line at the diagonal presents the proportion of genes with identical peak in both accessions.

Figure 3 Mean expression profiles for genes simultaneously having maximum expression at 0 DAA
in accession “AS” but maximum expression at 60 DAA in accession “SR” (set “ASm0SRm60”).
Obtained with function “SEPs.plot()”; see Box 4 in Additional file 1.

Figure 4 General Expression profiles for gene with id 3018. Obtained by running function
“gene.summary(id=3018)". See section 3.4 in Additional file 1”.
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Tables

Table 1 Selected Gene Ontology enrichment analyses results. “O” and “E” are Observed and
Expected number of genes in the “ASm0SRm60” set, respectively.

Category Id Description Odds O E
Biological Process GO:0006810 Transport 1.72 106 70
Biological Process GO:0051649 Establishment of localization in cell 2.02 39 21
Biological Process GO:0016236 Macroautophagy 22.48 4 0
Cell Component GO:0009579 Thylakoid 0.00 0 9
Cell Component GO:0009521 Photosystem 0.00 0 8
Cell Component GO:0005778 Peroxisomal membrane 15.72 4 0
Molecular Function GO:0022892 Substrate-specific transporter activity 1.90 42 23

Additional Files
Additional file 1 — R code and supplementary results.

A PDF document presenting and explaining the R code and results for the use of the “Salsa” package. This

document serves also as a vignette for the package.

Additional file 2 — Binary salsa package.

File “Salsa 0.4.tar.gz” contains the ready to install “Salsa” package. For installation use

“R CMD INSTALL Salsa 0.4.tar.gz”

at your operative system command window, or alternatively, use the R function “install.packages()”.


